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Highlights of Major Information Services Companies’
Financial Results for Fiscal Year Ended March 2020 

 
The following is Japan Credit Rating Agency, Ltd. (JCR)'s perception of the current status and 
highlights for rating concerning the financial results for the fiscal year ended March 2020 (FY2019) and 
earnings forecasts for FY2020 of Japan's five major information services companies: NTT DATA 
CORPORATION ("NTT DATA"), Nomura Research Institute, Ltd. ("NRI"), ITOCHU Techno-Solutions 
Corporation ("CTC"), TIS Inc. ("TIS"), and SCSK Corporation ("SCSK"); collectively, the "Companies." 
 
1. Industry Trend and Impact of COVID-19 Pandemic 
According to the Survey of Selected Service Industries by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry 
(METI), the aggregate net sales of Japan's information services companies for FY2019 grew for eight 
consecutive years to 12,200.3 billion yen, up 4.0% year on year. In recent years, corporates have 
been emphasizing their IT strategies while ensuring solid business results, and high-level IT 
investments have been made in every industry. In particular, demand for IT investment to secure a 
competitive advantage in business, so-called digital transformation (DX) investment, is expanding. 
Demands for replacement of aging systems for DX and for investment for improving productivity to 
cope with labor shortages, are also brisk. 

According to METI's DX Report titled "2025 Digital Cliff," approximately 80% of Japanese 
enterprises have aging systems. In order to accelerate DX investment, it is necessary to reconstruct 
existing systems. Hence potential demand for IT investment remains strong. Furthermore, in response 
to the COVID-19 pandemic, companies are required to change their work styles and business models 
in view of the end of the infection. From a medium-to-long-term perspective, the favorable business 
environment in recent years is unlikely to change significantly. If the economic stall is prolonged, 
however, customers may postpone their IT investments. Given this, care must be paid to changes in 
trends in orders received.  
 
2. Financial Results 
Both net sales and operating income of the Companies in aggregate increased to 4,113.4 billion yen, 
up 5.6% year on year, and 342.9 billion yen, up 3.5%, respectively in FY2019. With customers' 
demand for IT investment rising, orders were robust underpinned by industry/operational knowledge, 
mobilization capabilities for development, and technological capabilities. In addition, as a result of 
focusing on measures to improve productivity, including avoiding unprofitable projects, the gross 
operating income ratio improved on the whole. Thanks to this, the Companies absorbed upfront 
investment costs for strengthening their business foundation and structural shift, and sustained 
favorable results at the same time. By company, 4 companies, excluding NTT DATA, saw higher 
revenues and operating income, and improved the operating income ratio. NTT DATA saw higher 
sales and lower operating income due to upfront investment costs, and other burden. 

On the financial front, the Companies' aggregate equity capital decreased 4.6 points from a year 
earlier to 43.1%, with DER lowered by 0.05 points to 0.41x at end-March 2020. The deterioration in 
indicators is largely attributable to NRI's repurchase of own shares and the adoption of IFRS No. 16. 
However, JCR continues to see that each company maintains a sound financial structure. Overall, 
each company has accumulated equity capital on the background of its favorable results. Growth 
investments were funded by operating cash flow, and an increase in interest-bearing debt was 
restrained. 

 
3. Highlights for Rating 
For FY2020, NTT DATA has not determined its earnings forecasts, and the other 4 companies plan to 
maintain earnings at the same level as FY2019. At present, JCR believes that the effect of COVID-19 
pandemic is relatively small in each company. JCR looks at the following points in rating. 
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First of all, order trends. Orders have consistently been robust. However, in addition to constraints 
on order-taking activities at present, there are concerns that if the economical stall is prolonged, it may 
have an impact on the IT investment trends of customers. In particular, the manufacturing and services 
industries are currently experiencing deterioration in business performance, and attention should be 
paid to the movement to restrain investment. At the same time, there may be a growing tendency to 
emphasize IT investment in order to respond to the situations of post-COVID-19 pandemic. 

Looking by service, the impacts of such order trend changes would be evident in system 
construction and system sales. Thanks to large backlog of orders at the beginning of the fiscal year, 
the Companies' results are expected to be supported by progress of them to a certain extent. System 
operation/maintenance and business process outsourcing, on the other hand, have many several-year 
contracts and can expect relatively stable demand. 

The focus is also on upfront investment and its recovery status. In recent years, each company 
has strengthened its response to service-offering-type businesses. This is mainly a stock-type revenue 
model in which the company receives fees from customers for provision of services. Although upfront 
investment is required, profitability is expected to improve along with an increase in the number of 
customers, with a low possibility of facing price competition. It also has the advantage of being a 
breakaway from a labor-intensive business model amid a continuing shortage of engineers. 

Each company is also focusing on expanding overseas. With capital and business alliances and 
aggressive M&A prominent, it is working to acquire technologies and cultivate new channels. It should 
be noted whether local IT demand will be captured by development/expanding new services. Under 
the changing business environment, the Companies could record a loss. JCR, hence, will pay attention 
to the trends. 

Avoiding unprofitable projects is still important in order to maintain profitability. Losses as a whole 
have been controlled at a certain level thanks to sophistication of risk management. In some cases, 
however, large allowances were recorded. As customers' investment needs change, the Companies 
are often working on new areas different from existing businesses or technologies, which is requiring 
further structure enhancement. Moreover, improvement of the development/operation environment is 
also a key. When remote operation is required, JCR will closely watch whether the Companies are 
able to shorten the construction period and reduce the burden of engineers. 

From a financial perspective, there is little concern that the Companies' sound financial structure 
will be impaired. They would maintain solid performance, generate a reasonable amount of cash flow. 
The current investment burden is light and cash on hand is overall ample. As a result, there is large 
room to make growth investment. Thanks to large equity capital, they have strength to withstand 
temporary losses.  

Akihisa Motonishi, Masaki Abe 
 
(Chart 1) Net Sales of Information Services Companies  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Prepared by JCR based on Survey of Selected Service Industries by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry  
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(Chart 2) Consolidated Financial Results of Five Major Information Services Companies  
(JPY 100 million, %) 

FY Accounting
Standards Net Sales

Gross
Operating

Income

Gross
Operating

Income
Ratio

Operating
Income

Operating
Income
Ratio

Net Income
Attributable
to Owners
of Parent

FY2018 IFRS 21,636 16,186 74.8 1,477 6.8 1,148
FY2019 IFRS 22,668 16,945 74.8 1,309 5.8 441

FY2020F IFRS
FY2018 JGAAP 5,012 1,647 32.9 714 14.3 509
FY2019 JGAAP 5,288 1,808 34.2 831 15.7 692

FY2020F JGAAP 5,400 830 15.4 590
FY2018 IFRS 4,519 1,077 23.8 358 7.9 246
FY2019 IFRS 4,870 1,180 24.2 416 8.6 284

FY2020F IFRS 5,000 446 8.9 300
FY2018 JGAAP 4,207 947 22.5 380 9.0 260
FY2019 JGAAP 4,437 1,058 23.9 448 10.1 294

FY2020F JGAAP 4,400 440 10.0 295
FY2018 JGAAP 3,586 887 24.7 383 10.7 278
FY2019 JGAAP 3,870 979 25.3 423 10.9 312

FY2020F IFRS 3,800 410 10.8 290
FY2018 38,962 20,746 53.2 3,314 8.5 2,443
FY2019 41,134 21,973 53.4 3,429 8.3 2,024

FY2020F
Total

NTT DATA
(9613)

NRI
(4307)

CTC
(4739)

TIS
(3626)

SCSK
(9719)

 

Source: Prepared by JCR based on IR materials of above companies 
 
 

(Chart 3) Financial Indicators of Five Major Information Services Companies  
(JP100 million, times, %) 

FY Accounting
Standards

Interest-
bearing

Debt

Equity
Capital DER Shareholders'

Equity Ratio

Net
Interest-
bearing

debt
FY2018 IFRS 5,810 9,256 0.63 37.4 3,297

FY2019 IFRS 5,979 9,396 0.64 35.0 3,925

FY2018 JGAAP 581 4,109 0.14 67.1 -650 

FY2019 JGAAP 1,029 2,663 0.39 50.4 22

FY2018 IFRS 0 2,207 0.00 58.2 -588 

FY2019 IFRS 0 2,316 0.00 52.8 -746 

FY2018 JGAAP 247 2,296 0.11 62.0 -323 

FY2019 JGAAP 209 2,423 0.09 63.3 -337 

FY2018 JGAAP 550 1,934 0.28 61.4 -511 

FY2019 JGAAP 554 2,076 0.27 60.6 -562 

FY2018 7,189 19,803 0.36 47.7 1,223

FY2019 7,773 18,876 0.41 43.1 2,301
Total

NTT DATA
(9613)

NRI
(4307)

CTC
(4739)

TIS
(3626)

SCSK
(9719)

 

Interest-bearing Debt (JGAAP) = Short-term borrowings + Current portion of Corporate bonds 
              +Current portion of Long-term borrowings + Corporate bonds + Long-term borrowings 
Interest-bearing Debt (IFRS) = Corporate bonds + Borrowings 
Net Interest-bearing Debt = Interest-bearing Debt - Cash and Cash Equivalents 
Source: Prepared by JCR based on IR materials of above companies  
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<Reference> 
Issuer: NTT DATA CORPORATION 
Long-term Issuer Rating: AA+  Outlook: Stable 
Issuer: TIS Inc. 
Long-term Issuer Rating: A  Outlook: Stable 
Issuer: SCSK Corporation 
Long-term Issuer Rating: A  Outlook: Stable 
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